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Abstract: To fulfill the communication requirements of System on Chip(SoC) the latest promising solution is
Network on Chip(NoC). It is packet switching based technology used in multicore SoC. Unreliability is one of the
significant challenge faced by NoC architectures due to technology limitations. Near-Threshold Computing can
also be introduced in NoC, but it comes with transient faults. Through error control techniques NoC can achieve
reliability as well as energy efficiency. In this paper duplicate consecutive sextuple error correction technique is
proposed to handle multiple errors, and its results are assessed in NoC. It is proved that the proposed error
correction scheme is better in error correction capability than previous error correction schemes to make NoC
architectures reliable and energy efficient, with lower latency.
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1. Introduction
On chip communication energy consumption and reliability recently became a foremost apprehension due to
the shrinking sizes, the upsurge in frequencies, and reduction in chips’ operational voltages.
NoC is evolved as the latest technology to accomplish this efficient and reliable communication on-chip [1],
[2].
Modern systems on the chip have energy constraints and limiting power budgets. Near-threshold computing
(NTC) has the proficient energy advantage as it enables the system to operate on a relatively lower supply
voltage which is close to the transistor threshold voltage.
However, due to process variation, this power efficiency costs performance loss as well as performance
inconsistency [3].
Furthermore, NTC substantially increases the power efficiency of traditional architectures which were
designed for standard voltage operation [6].
As the sizable portion of current literature aims to enhance the performance of the computing cores,
therefore NTC impacts on NoC have taken a back seat. In this background, our proposed work is intended to
preserve signal integrity which may be affected due to NTC implementation in NoC.
It is a well-known fact that with an increased number of transistors on a chip as per Moore’s Law, with this
scalability NoC architectures endeavor to achieve energy efficiency, better performance, and reliability. As
supply voltage has a positive impact on both static and dynamic energy deception, therefore by reducing the
supply voltage, we can achieve power efficiency. Near Threshold Voltage (NTV) involves scaling down the
supply voltage very close to the threshold voltage of the transistor. Visibly it has the potential to deliver almost
10% improvement in energy efﬁciency [4]. Noise sources, which include alpha particles, power supply noise,
electromagnetic interference, and others can be a source of transient faults in NoC [5]. Transient errors in the
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form of logical SEU and crosstalk are the primary reason for system failures in NTC based architectures, and
they constitute a significant percentage of system failures [6]. This is because the supply voltage is near to
transistors threshold voltage and operating frequency is lower. Therefore process voltage temperature (PVT)
variation critically affects NTC based architectures. Therefore, SEU and crosstalk constitute a significant cause
of failure in NTC based NoC, and it needs to be addressed to achieve energy efficiency, performance, and
reliability.
Proposed work combine error control including crosstalk prevention to address both Logic Voltage Induced
(LVI) and Timing Voltage Induced (TVI) based SEU faults. Earliest schemes, Hamming code [7] duplicate add
parity (DAP) [8], dual rail (DR) [8], boundary shift code (BSC) [8], and modified dual rail code (MDR) [9],
accomplished single error correction (SEC) [8]. These coding schemes achieve an increase in speed of signal
arrival, resilience against SEU and reduction in energy consumption.
Recently, more useful error correction techniques to detect and correct multi-bit errors have been proposed
for addressing noise in NoC. Hamming product code using skewed changeovers [10] achieved multi-bit error
detection, but it was restricted to two errors. Another crosstalk avoidance and dual error correction technique
were proposed in [11] named as CADEC. It encodes the data through Hamming SEC and passing the resultant
code word into the DAP encoder. This technique was later upgraded to the joint crosstalk avoidance and triple
error correction (JTEC) scheme and the JTEC with Simultaneous quadruple error detection (JTEC-SQED) but
same three-bit correction scheme [12]. This three-bit error detection/correction allowed a lesser voltage swing,
which resulted in efficiently reducing power consumption and increasing area overhead while maintaining the
target reliability.
Another problem regarding encoding in NOCs is emphasized in [11]. According to this work, forward error
correction was found less energy efficient than if the data is retransmitted after error recognition. In UDSM the
problems are much more severe that arise due to transient noise. In the concluding remarks of [8], it is
mentioned that UDSM domain communication on-chip energy will overcome computation energy.
Retransmission will increase the number of communications on the same link and therefore eventually it is not
going to be very energy efficient.
Due to the supply voltage and temperature variations, actual noise may vary while all these error correction
techniques are aimed to accomplish target reliability in worst case situation [1], [13]. Therefore, there
architecture is complex, energy consuming and has area overhead.
In this brief, network on chip (NoC) is considered as an evolving archetype for on-chip communication. We
propose a multi-bit error control code provides the necessary strength to counter SEU up to three consecutive
bits furthermore it also reduces power consumption and has less area overhead. Section II refers to the proposed
multi-bit error correction scheme. Section III refers to the implementation of Duplicate Consecutive Sextuple
Error Correction D_CSEC in NTC based NoC. Section IV describes the schemes from voltage swing and word
error probability perspectives. Section V describes average latency results.

2. Proposed Multi-Bit Error Correction Technique
The suggested technique used the inherent features of the error control technique to reduce hardware
complexity and achieve reliability in providing multi-bit error correction/detection. This method is mainly based
on a technique proposed in [12] but additionally, explores address crosstalk by combining original technique
with DAP.
Suppose a code with c check bits and k data bits. 2k binary values are possible with this code. The code
word has k+c bit places that may have a single error, k+c-1-bit places for double contiguous bit errors, k+c-2-bit
positions for triple adjacent bit errors and k+c-2 bit positions for double almost contiguous bit errors respectively.
Together with all possibilities of correct values, there are (k+c) +(k+c-1)+(k+c-2)+(k+c-2)+1 possibilities of 2k
binary values that should be denoted in the code word. This infers
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2k ((k+c)+(k+c-1)+(k+c-2)+(k+c-2)+1) ≤ 2k+c

(1)

k

Excluding 2 term which is typical from both sides of (1), the result is following equation
k+c-1 ≤ 2c-2

(2)

where c, which is some check bits should be curtailed to decrease the length of the code.

2.1.

Multi-bit Error Correction Encoder

(3)

Where ⊕ shows XOR, due to c0–c6, r0–r6 becomes zero in case of fault-free situations. Eq. (3) can be
converted into a matrix form as under.

(4)
Suppose we have 16 data bits (d0–d15), there should be minimum 7 number of check bits according to (2).
Eq. (3) Can be used to calculate c0-c6 check bits. Supposing that check 23-bit code word is d0–d15-c0–c6 (c0c6 are check bits), the subsequent equations are used to correct a single bit fault, a double contiguous fault, a
triple contiguous fault or a double almost contiguous fault.
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2.2.

Multi-bit Error Correction Decoder
d0  d3  d4  d5  d8  d12  d13  c0  r0
d1  d4  d7  d8  d11  d13  d14  c1  r1
d2  d5  d6  d9  d10  d11  d14  c2  r2

(5)

d0  d4  d9  d12  d15  c3  r3
d1  d5  d8  d10  d11  d12  d14  c4  r4
d2  d7  d7  d10  d11  d12  d15  c5  r5
d3  d6  d9  d11  d12  d13  d15  c6  r6

The leftmost matrix which controls which check bits and data bits are XORed is called check matrix, while
the rightmost matrix is called syndrome matrix which has all zero values in case of error-free situations while it
is non- zero in case of error.
Syndrome matrix corresponds to a single error, consecutive double errors, almost successive errors or three
consecutive errors which is described in [8] by detail table. Different combinations of syndrome bits precisely
determine the location of an error bit in the code word.
Now, these inherited properties of the scheme are when combined with DAP it can be used to handle
transient errors including crosstalk. This scheme called as Duplicate Consecutive Sextuple Error Correction
(D_CSEC) Scheme.

2.3.

D_CSEC Encoder

It is a well-known concept that minimum Hamming distance between any two codewords is three in case of
SEC scheme and duplicating the code word avoids crosstalk between adjacent wires, D_CSEC uses the same
concept. First, the information k-bits are encoded with the MEC code described above. Then these encoded bits
are duplicated. Finally, from one of the copies, an overall parity bit is calculated and then this parity is added to
the encoded bits. Thus, if the actual MEC code was (nk) code, the concluding number of bits is 2n+1. 16 data
bits are encoded to 23 bits, with duplicating and adding parity final bits are 47. Therefore for 16 un-coded bits
D_CSEC, the encoded bits are (47, 16).

Fig. 1 Duplicate Consecutive Sextuple Error Correction (D_CSEC) encoder

This enables up to sextuple consecutive faults correction. The encoding technique for the D_CSEC code is
shown in Fig 1.
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2.4.

D_CSEC Decoder

The decoder needs syndrome calculation of both the copies and locally calculated parities of each copy also
need to be compared with original parity. D_CSEC decoder is shown in Fig2 and describe here.
1. First (A) and Second (B) copies of the original code and original overall parity bit P0 are separated, PA
and PB the parties of two separated copies A and B are calculated respectively.
2. SA is syndrome of first (A) copy and SB is syndrome of second (B) copy. If SA is not zero and SB is
not zero then the copy A is selected.
3. If both the syndromes are non-zero, then P0 is XORed with PA and PB. If the result is 1, it means either
there would be single or triple consecutive error in the respective copy else there would be double consecutive or
almost consecutive error. Therefore, in either case, each syndrome is compared with the first column of Table I
for single consecutive error, second and third for double consecutive error or double almost consecutive error
and the fourth column for triple consecutive, to get the original bits.

Fig. 2 Duplicate Consecutive Sextuple Error Correction (D_CSEC) decoder flowchart

Table I shows that D_CSEC can correct/detect up to six errors among which three should be consecutive and
handle SEU as well as crosstalk due to duplication. Therefore, it gives much-improved reliability.
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TABLE I: Comparison of Error Correction and Detection Capability of Different Techniques with D_ CSEC
Technique

Payload

Number of Errors Corrected
and Detected

Can Correct
(SEU,
Crosstalk)

Hamming

5 bits

1-bit error correction and
detection

SEU

DAP

Duplication of bits

2-bit error correction and
detection

SEU,
Crosstalk

JTEC

5 bits, Duplication of
bits plus 1 parity bit

4-bit error correction and
detection

SEU,
Crosstalk

JTECSQED

5 bits, Duplication of
bits plus 1 parity bits

4-bit error correction and 5bit error detection

SEU,
Crosstalk

S_CSEC

7 bits, Duplication of
bits plus 1 parity bit

6-bit error correction plus
detection

SEU,
Crosstalk

3. Implementation of D_CSEC In NTC based NoC
There are many ways to embed encoder/decoder in the network. These are end-to-end (E2E), hop-to-hop
(H2H) or selective hop-to-hop. In case of E2E packets are encoded and decoded at Network Interfaces which
gives the minimum latency to packets traversing the network and hence the minimum Average Network Latency.
H2H gives the maximum latency because packets are encoded and decoded in each router. Area of routers is also
increased with the inclusion of these extra components. In the selective H2H area is reduced compared to H2H
because additional elements are included only in the selected routers. There are many techniques how these
routers are selected for the inclusion of error correction circuitry. We had a focus on SEU and crosstalk type of
errors and proposed ECC technique can correct up to six errors, so we are using E2E as shown in figure 3.
Packets are only encoded at source router and decoded at destination routers to correct the errors.

Fig. 3 End-to-end error correction

Figure 4 shows the 4x4 network on routers connected in the mesh topology. Source and Destination routers
are shown with brown and blue colors respectively. Intermediate routers are also shown here in yellow in which
the packets are moving without error correction. Figure 7 explains the concept of faults accumulation. The
proposed method can quickly correct the one error in the path. There is a possibility that another transient error
affects the same packet on its way to destination router as shown in figure 7 (b, c, and d). The proposed Sextuple
technique can correct up to six errors so if more errors affect the packet bits, can be corrected at the destination
node.
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Fig. 4 Transient Faults Injected At Different Location Affecting the Same Packet

4. Source Voltage Lowering with Probability of Word Error
Reliability of communication channel is increased by introducing error control scheme as communication
channel becomes robust against transient errors. In the UDSM technology, energy dissipation and nodes
reliability are two attached issues. The voltage swings on interconnect wires are reduced with an increase in
reliability. Author in [13] describes how to model collective transient UDSM noise using an overall bit error
rate (BER) , is described in Eq (6)

(6)
-function is described below as

(7)
The Probability of word error is a related to the Bit Error Rate BER . Using (6), we can decrease the source
voltage by error encoding to , given by [13].

(8)
In (8),
is the supply voltage without error encoding, Vdd (cap) is the abridged voltage with error encoding
scheme and is the BER given as

(9)
By lowering the voltage increase the multi-bit faults probability, therefore multi-bit fault correction
technique becomes the necessity. We calculate the word error probability for the JTEC–SQED and our proposed
D_CSEC schemes.

4.1.

Word Error Probability

The residual probability of word errors of JTEC-SQED and D_CSEC are computed to calculate the voltage
swing drop due to the presence of these techniques. The word error probability in terms of correct probability is
calculated using the following

PECC  1  Pcorrect
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(10)

where
is the probability of word error in the mentioned error correction scheme, and
decoding probability.

correct

4.1.1. Probability of word error in JTEC
The JTEC-SQED encoding technique can correct three errors per data unit. The calculation is for data
information bits. In SEC–DED n data bits are encoded to 2n+1 bits.
JTEC-SQED decodes correctly if error bits are less than three. Thus, correct decoding probability
given by

Pcorrect  P(2n  1,0)  .....  P(2n  1,4)

is
(11)

If n-bits have m number of errors, then BER of is given by
(12)

Thus, the word error probability is calculated using (10), in conjunction with
technique from (6). For lesser values of , the probability can be calculated as

for the JTEC-SQED

(13)

4.1.2. Word Error Probability in D_CSEC
Let us suppose that a total bits in one flit is (2n+1) and duplicate copies of original code plus parity bit to
calculate the word error probability. Note, encoding code is 1 or 2 bits greater than Hsiao, but that is considered
negligible here. D_CSEC can detect and correct up to six errors. Lower limit of probability of error correction is
(14)
Using (10) and (14) the probability of word error of this scheme can be approximated as

(15)
Errors that are not consecutive are not corrected by this scheme which can be subtracted from above
equation but still its residual word error probability is better than JTEC-SQED. As the capaility of error
correction of technique increases its word error probability decreases and voltage swing also reduces. Hence the
voltage reduction is achieved by D_CSEC scheme better than JTEC-SQED.

5. Average Latency Results
Gem5 [18] and Garnet [19] is used for the simulation of the NoC. Transient faults due to NTC are injected at
various locations of the network during the simulation. The router used for the simulation of the proposed work
is five-input, five-output ports and each port have four Virtual Channels (VC’s). Packets are divided into five
flits. 4X4 network of routers connected in a mesh topology is used for the simulation purpose for synthetic
traffic patterns. Traffic patterns selected for simulation purpose are Uniform Random and Tornado with injection
rates of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 to 1.0. The router operating temperature is selected to be 75˚C. Simulation results show
that for synthetic traffic patterns of Uniform Random and Tornado the Average Latency measured in cycles/flit
is only increased by 0.5% compared to the fault-free scenario.
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Fig. 5 Latency Impact on Uniform Random Traffic by D_CSEC Scheme

Fig. 6 Latency Impact on Tornado Traffic by D_CSEC Scheme

6. Conclusion
NoC is becoming the auspicious solution for on-chip communication. With increasing number of transistors
per square area on the chip, NoC designs are being unprotected to the miscellaneous type of temporary errors.
Lowering the energy deception is possible through implementation of NTC concept in NoC, which has
drawbacks of transient faults. Therefore, in this work, we propose a multi-bit error correction technique for
SEUs as well as crosstalk. Our technique can solve up to six errors per flit. D_CSEC is much more energy
efficient in different traffic patterns as compared to the current error rectification practices, though it can correct
difficult number of temporary errors.
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